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Abstract
Background and Objectives
Anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor encephalitis (NMDARE) is the most common form of
autoimmune encephalitis in children and adults. Although our understanding of the disease
mechanisms has progressed, little is known about estimating patient outcomes. Therefore, the
NEOS (anti-NMDAR Encephalitis One-Year Functional Status) score was introduced as a tool
to predict disease progression in NMDARE. Developed in a mixed-age cohort, it currently
remains unclear whether NEOS can be optimized for pediatric NMDARE.

Methods
This retrospective observational study aimed to validate NEOS in a large pediatric-only cohort of
59 patients (median age of 8 years). We reconstructed the original score, adapted it, evaluated
additional variables, and assessed its predictive power (median follow-up of 20 months). Gen-
eralized linear regressionmodels were used to examine predictability of binary outcomes based on
the modified Rankin Scale (mRS). In addition, neuropsychological test results were investigated
as alternative cognitive outcome.

Results
The NEOS score reliably predicted poor clinical outcome (mRS ≥3) in children in the first year
after diagnosis (p = 0.0014) and beyond (p = 0.036, 16 months after diagnosis). A score adapted
to the pediatric cohort by adjusting the cutoffs of the 5 NEOS components did not improve
predictive power. In addition to these 5 variables, further patient characteristics such as the
“Herpes simplex virus encephalitis (HSE) status” and “age at disease onset” influenced pre-
dictability and could potentially be useful to define risk groups. NEOS also predicted cognitive
outcomewith higher scores associated with deficits of executive function (p = 0.048) andmemory
(p = 0.043).
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Discussion
Our data support the applicability of the NEOS score in children with NMDARE. Although not yet validated in prospective
studies, NEOS also predicted cognitive impairment in our cohort. Consequently, the score could help identify patients at risk of
poor overall clinical outcome and poor cognitive outcome and thus aid in selecting not only optimized initial therapies for these
patients but also cognitive rehabilitation to improve long-term outcomes.

Anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor encephalitis (NMDARE) is
themost common form of autoimmune encephalitis.1 It occurs in
all age groups, but most often affects young women and children.
NMDARE is characterized by a combination of severe neuro-
psychiatric symptoms, seizures, and autonomic dysregulation.2

IgG autoantibodies to NR1 subunits of NMDARs lead to re-
ceptor internalization and cause the disease.3,4 Tumors, usually
ovarian teratomas, are found in up to 50% of adult patients with
NMDARE.5 Children with NMDARE are less likely to have
tumors, although ovarian teratomas are found in up to 30% of
adolescents.6,7 Pediatric patients present with seizures and
movement disorders and only rarely develop autonomic
dysfunction.8,9 Overt psychosis is also less common, while
subtle behavioral changes such as irritability, insomnia, or
mutism may indicate NMDARE in infants.10,11 Children re-
spond well to immunotherapy, especially when initiated with-
out delay.6 Intravenous (IV) steroids, immunoglobulins, and
plasma exchange (PLEX) represent first-line therapies, in-
tensified in refractory cases by rituximab or cyclophosphamide
as second-line and sometimes long-term treatment.5 In con-
trast to the well-established diagnostic criteria for NMDARE2

which allow rapid diagnosis and treatment, less is known about
the clinical course and long-term prognosis of children with
NMDARE. Functional neurologic outcome improves with
treatment and is favorable in 80–90%, surpassing that of
adults.5,12,13 Yet, many patients endure unpredictable periods
of failing treatment response or protracted recovery with cog-
nitive deficits and 10–20% relapse.5,13-15

In recognition of this prognostic uncertainty, the NEOS (anti-
NMDAR Encephalitis One-Year Functional Status) score was
developed,16 a tool to predict the one-year outcome of
NMDARE. It includes 5 independent predictors of poor func-
tional status: (1) need for ICU admission, (2) treatment delay
within the first 4 weeks after symptom onset, (3) lack of clinical
improvement 4 weeks into treatment, (4) abnormal cranial MRI,
and (5) cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) white blood cell count more
than 20 cells/μL. While NEOS has been developed in a large
mixed-age cohort16 and was validated in adult patients,17 there is
only 1 brief report of assessing it in a small group of children.18 In
this study, we aimed to validate the NEOS score in a larger
pediatric-only cohort and analyze its predictive value taking into
account the particular characteristics of NMDARE in children.

Methods
Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations,
and Patient Consents
The ethics committee of Charité-Universitätsmedizin Berlin ap-
proved this study (EA2/121/17). Patients’ parents gave their
written informed consent for the storage and use of samples and
clinical information for research purposes. In this retrospective
observational study, we contacted 23 sites in Germany and
Europe and collected records of children with confirmed
NMDARE from the following 12 sites, both university and dis-
trict hospitals, between 2020 and 2021: In Berlin and surrounding
areas of our hospital (Charité), Vivantes KlinikumFriedrichshain,
St-Joseph Klinikum, and Klinikum Westbrandenburg Postdam;
across Germany, from Aachen University Hospital, Augsburg
University Hospital, Children’s Hospital Datteln, University
Witten/Herdecke, Göttingen University Hospital, Hamburg
University Hospital, and Nordhessen Klinikum Kassel; and in
Europe, from Medical University of Vienna (Austria) and Kar-
olinska University Hospital, Stockholm (Sweden).

Inclusion Criteria
Patient data were accepted according to the following inclusion
criteria: (1) Patients had to be younger than 18 years at the
time of diagnosis; (2) patients had to be positive for anti-
NMDAR autoantibodies in CSF and meet clinical criteria for
autoimmune encephalitis (Graus criteria2); and (3) sufficient
clinical information had to be available to complete at least the
5 items of NEOS at the time of diagnosis and the modified
Rankin Scale (mRS)19 after 1 year. There was one exception:
Completed cases with full restitution or fatal outcome within
the first 12 months were also included. In these cases, the mRS
of the last available time point was taken as one-year mRS.

Calculation of the NEOS Score and mRS
We used the original NEOS score16 recomposed in a multi-
variable logistic regression model. The score includes 5 in-
dependent predictors of poor functional status (mRS ≥3): (1)
need for ICU admission, (2) treatment delay within the first 4
weeks after symptom onset, (3) lack of clinical improvement 4
weeks into treatment, (4) abnormal cranial MRI, and (5) CSF
white blood cell count more than 20 cells/μL. Each variable is
scored with 1 point. The score ranges from 0 to 5 and is

Glossary
AIC = Akaike information criterion; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid; GLM = generalized linear model; IV = Intravenous; mRS =
modified Rankin Scale; NMDARE = N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor encephalitis; PLEX = plasma exchange.
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calculated at bedside (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXI/A813).
For an adaptedNEOS score tailored to our pediatric cohort, we
defined cutoff points of the continuous variables following the
original methodology16 as the median of measures 1 year after
diagnosis (between 6 and 18 months) in healthy/unaffected
individuals (mRS = 0).

The mRS is a descriptive measure of global disability after
stroke but is widely used to assess patients with autoimmune
encephalitis. It comprises 6 categories of severity ranging from
“no symptoms at all” to “severe disability” (grades 0 to 5),
with the additional category “6” for death. The categories
essentially cover activities of daily living and focus on motor
function. The score was determined by physicians during
physical examination at follow-up visits (eTable 1, links.lww.
com/NXI/A813).

Analysis of the Clinical Variables and
Evaluation of the NEOS Score
Each clinical record collected included demographic in-
formation, date of onset, age and clinical characteristics at
admission, type of hospitalization, laboratory, electrophysio-
logic and radiologic findings, detailed information on treat-
ment procedures, time from onset of symptoms to initiation
of treatment, time from initiation of treatment to clinical
improvement, and functional status during the course of
disease. Data were collected from admission, first discharge,
and up to 9 follow-up visits ranging between 1 and 52 months
after diagnosis. Owing to the retrospective nature of the study,
there was a wide variation in follow-up intervals. Individual
follow-up visits clustered around 2, 5, 9, 12, and 16 months
after diagnosis (eTable 2, links.lww.com/NXI/A813). To
better reflect the time frame used in the original study16 and
consider as many patients as possible for the assessment of
outcome after 1 year without pseudoreplication, we used data
points from individuals recorded at follow-up visits between 6
and 18 months after diagnosis. If individuals were measured
more than once during this period, only the visit closest to the
12-month mark after discharge was used. Status and outcome
were quantified using the mRS. Cognitive test scores were
collected at follow-up whenever possible.

Neuropsychological Assessment With Various
Test Batteries
Data collected on cognitive tests were very heterogeneous,
and the test batteries used in this retrospective study varied
widely. Therefore, because of the general problem of
comparability between these tests, we decided to divide the
various quantitative results, including percentile ranks and
numerical subscale scores, into a binary measure of “nor-
mal” and “pathologic” findings and to broadly assign them
to the main categories of neuropsychological assessment:
intelligence, memory (including working and episodic
memory), language, executive function (including atten-
tion span, concentration, processing speed), and visuo-
spatial perception. Given the encephalopathy symptoms of
most patients, we included behavior as an additional

category, including fatigue, emotional instability, aggres-
sion, and hyperactivity. These items were used as an al-
ternative outcome reference to examine the predictive
power of NEOS.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses, including the generation of figures, were
performed in the statistical programming environment R, ver-
sion R 3.5.3.20 Mean differences were assessed using permuta-
tive, nonparametric Wilcoxon tests with 106 permutations as
implemented in the R package coin.21 Differences in frequencies
and distribution of variables between this cohort and that in
the original study16 were assessed using Fisher exact tests. The
predictability of binary outcomes (mRS ≥3) was assessed using
generalized linear models with a binomial error structure and a
“clog-log” link function as implemented in MASS.22 The non-
symmetric complementary log-log link function (clog-log) was
chosen because we found in most cases an unbalanced distri-
bution between positive and negative outcomes in the target
variables, which is significantly better represented by this link
function as compared with logit.23 Models were built individually
for each tested covariate and selected to minimize the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and to achieve significant im-
provement over the less complex null model (mRS ≥
3;NEOS). This was achieved by step-wise model selection,
testing extended models (i.e., mRS ≥ 3;NEOS + covariate;
mRS ≥ 3;NEOS + covariate + NEOS:covariate) against the
null model, using likelihood ratio tests and AIC calculation, to
select the best and most parsimonious model in this comparison
and to reduce the potential of overfitting through the inclusion of
noninformative variables. Models that were too heterogeneous
in fit, had residual patterns, or were too unbalanced or sparse
were excluded from further analyses. If applicable, p-values were
adjusted for multiple testing using FDR/Benjamini-Hochberg
correction.24

Data Availability
All data are provided in this article and are available in
anonymous form on request.

Results
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of
the Pediatric Cohort
We included 59 pediatric patients with confirmed NMDARE
from 63 collected records (n = 1 exclusion because of unclear
diagnosis, n = 3 exclusions because of incomplete follow-up
data). Theminimum follow-up periodwas 12months. Ten cases
(17%) with shorter follow-up time because of early complete
restitution (n = 9/10) or fatal outcome (n= 1/10)were included
(see inclusion criteria). The median follow-up time was 20
months (12–52 months). Age at disease onset was 8 years
(median, 9months–17 years) and showed a bimodal distribution
with maxima at 2 and 16 years, respectively. 44 patients (75%)
were female (Table 1, eFigure 1, links.lww.com/NXI/A812).
Two cases had preexisting autoimmune comorbidities (Hashi-
moto thyroiditis, type 1 diabetes). Tumors were found in 3
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patients (n = 2 ovarian teratomas, n = 1 brain tumor). A
subgroup of 17% (n = 10/59) had Herpes simplex virus en-
cephalitis (HSE) before NMDARE. Symptoms on admis-
sion and NEOS components are listed in Table 1. Almost all
patients, 97% (n = 57/59), had 3 or more of these symp-
toms; 81% (n = 48/59) had at least 5; and 24% (n = 14/59)
had all symptoms. Thus, our cohort included a large pro-
portion of severe cases, showing the full picture of

NMDARE. Thirty-nine percent (n = 23/59) of patients had
pathologic findings in CSF as well as EEG and MRI (83% in
CSF, 80% in EEG, and 47% in MRI); 59% (n = 35/59)
required ICU treatment; 51% (n = 30/59) were treated with
PLEX or immunoadsorption in addition to IV steroids; and
41% (n = 24/59) received second-line therapy (rituximab,
additional cyclophosphamide in 3 cases). Most patients
showed continuous improvement on therapy; a fluctuating

Table 1 Demographic and Epidemiologic Characteristics of Our Pediatric Cohort in ComparisonWith theOriginal Cohort16

Pediatric Original16 Comparison

Cohort % (N) % (N)
Fisher and #Wilcoxon test
(FDR adjusted)

N 59 382 —

Follow-up time [mo] 20 24 —

Sex

Female 75% (44) 82% (315) 0.3052

Male 25% (15) 18% (67)

Age [median, range] 8 (9 mo–17 y) 21 (8 mo–85 y) #4.7059e-9

Tumor 5% (3) 42% (159) 4.1746e-4

HSV encephalitis before NMDARE 17% (10) n/a —

Main symptoms

Behavior 95% (56) 96% (386) 0.9002

Memory 83% (49) 76% (284) 0.8026

Seizures/therapy refractory 80% (47)/19% (11) 72% (273) 0.8395 (refractory: 7.3860e-4)

Consciousness 73% (43) 63% (239) 0.7872

Sleep 73% (43) 52% (136) 0.0072

Speech 71% (42) 76% (283) 0.9622

Movement 68% (40) 78% (297) 0.8026

Autonomic function 31% (18) 46% (177) 0.3052

Hypoventilation 2% (1) 36% (136) 1.2821e-4

NEOS items

Admission to ICU 59% (35) 77% (291) 0.5271

Disease onset to treatment ≥4 wk 36% (21) 38% (145) 0.9220

Treatment to first improvement ≥4 wk 30% (18) 44% (163) 0.5162

Pathologic MRI findings 47% (28) 31% (112) 0.2179

CSF cell count >20/μL 44% (26) 51% (166) 1.0000

Second-line therapy (rituximab or cyclophosphamide) 41% (24) 27% (102) 0.2936

Outcome after 1 y

mRS ≤2 88% (49) 74% (281) 0.0991

mRS ≥3 12% (7) 26% (101)

Cohorts were compared based on the relative frequencies or median differences in characteristics, which were assessed using the Fisher exact test and one-
sample Wilcoxon rank test, respectively.
Abbreviations: CSF = cerebral spinal fluid; FDR = false discovery rate; HSV = Herpes simplex virus; ICU = intensive care unit; mRS = modified Rankin Scale.
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course with transient deterioration was observed in 22%
(n = 13/59); and only 4 children relapsed.

The originalNEOS cohort16 consisted of 382 individuals, of whom
35% (n = 132/382) were younger than 18 years. Our pediatric-
only cohort, in comparison (Table 1),more closely represented the
spectrum of NMDARE in children. This included a lower tumor
prevalence, lower rate of autonomic dysfunction, more frequent
use of second-line therapy and, accordingly, shorter time to im-
provement, and a lower proportionof poor outcomes (mRS≥3) at
1 year. Otherwise, there were no confounding differences in either
group, such as initial disease severity. Our cohort was also com-
parable with that of the previous pediatric study18 which reported a
test of NEOS in 30 children and whose patients differed only by a
higher rate of second-line therapy (70%, n = 21/30).20

Validation of the NEOS Score in
Pediatric Patients
To examine the association between NEOS and clinical out-
comes in our pediatric cohort, we first calculated the score for
all patients, dichotomized their functional status by mRS,
associated each assessed variable with good (mRS ≤2) or poor
(mRS ≥3) status, and rederived the NEOS score based on
the original characteristics and cutoff values16 (eTable 3, links.
lww.com/NXI/A813).

To validateNEOS,we grouped all score values to themRS-based
outcome and found that patients with poor functional status

(mRS ≥3) consistently had higher NEOS scores than patients
with good functional status (mRS ≤2) (p = 0.0039, Figure 1A).
Using binomial generalized linear models (GLMs), we assessed
the relationship between mRS-based outcomes and NEOS,
confirming the correlation between the NEOS score and the risk
of poor clinical outcome at 1 year after diagnosis (p = 0.0014,
Figure 1B). In an extended analysis with the multiple follow-up
data of readmitted or re-examined patients over time (eTable 3,
links.lww.com/NXI/A813), we found robust predictability of
mRS even beyond 1 year (p = 0.036, 16 months after diagnosis,
eFigure 2, links.lww.com/NXI/A812 p-values adjusted for mul-
tiple testing).

Questioning whether the NEOS score could be further de-
veloped to optimize predictive power in childrenwithNMDARE,
we recomposed the score by adjusting the population-specific
cutoffs of the 5 NEOS components (Table 2). Both scores, the
original and the adapted, correlated strongly with each other
(eFigure 2, A–D, links.lww.com/NXI/A812); the association
between higher adapted NEOS scores and patients with poor
status (mRS≥3)was significant (p= 0.032, eFigure 2A, links.lww.
com/NXI/A812); and prediction by GLM analysis confirmed
this, again up to 16months after diagnosis (p= 0.026, eFigure 2B,
links.lww.com/NXI/A812), showing that the adapted NEOS
score did not perform better.

To investigate whether additional factors, not included in
the 5 NEOS components, might influence the score and

Figure 1 Validation of the NEOS Score in Children

(A) Association of the original NEOS score with mRS-based outcomes (good outcome mRS ≤ 2, poor outcome mRS ≥ 3) at 1 year after diagnosis. Box plots
represent IQR, solid lines mark the median, whiskers display range (upper/lower quartile ± 1.5*IQR), and circles show outliers. “n” indicates the number of
subjects included at each time point. (B) Predictability analysis of mRS-based clinical outcomes by the NEOS score with binomial generalized linear models
(GLMs). Line plots show association of the original (red curve) and adapted (blue curve) NEOS scores with poor clinical outcome (mRS ≥ 3) at 1 year after
diagnosis. Solid lines represent best fit and shadows indicate confidence intervals. tick marks on the upper and lower x axes indicate the number of subjects
(alsowritten next to every graph)with each scorewith a goodor poormRS-based clinical outcome. A small random jitter was added to spread ticks around the
discrete NEOS score values, to discriminate single data points. The p values were adjusted for multiple testing. NEOS 0: n = 5, NEOS 1: n = 12, NEOS 2: n = 16,
NEOS 3: n = 9, NEOS 4: n = 4, NEOS 5: n = 0. For further results (comparison of original and adapted NEOS score, analysis over time), see eFigure 2 (links.lww.
com/NXI/A812) and eTable 2 (links.lww.com/NXI/A813).
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improve prediction of long-term outcomes, we systemati-
cally examined patient characteristics recorded between
initial admission and discharge. Of the many factors found
(eTable 4, links.lww.com/NXI/A813), 2 patient character-
istics seemed of clinical relevance and could be useful to
define risk groups: (1) “HSE status”, as within the subgroup
of individuals with HSE before NMDARE, NEOS predicted
an increased risk of poor clinical outcome (mRS ≥3) beyond
1 year after diagnosis and (2) “age at disease onset”, as
younger individuals showed a persistently higher risk of poor
clinical outcome (mRS ≥3) already at lower NEOS scores
indicating the effect of age (eFigure 3, links.lww.com/NXI/
A812, eTable 4, links.lww.com/NXI/A813).

Overall, our retrospective study confirms that the NEOS
score performed very well in children with NMDARE, pre-
dicting clinical outcome during the first year and beyond.
Adapting the NEOS components did not improve predictive
power. Additional items influence the score, but have limited
clinical relevance. Yet, HSE status and age at disease onset
could complement NEOS and improve its prediction of long-
term outcomes.

Correlation of the NEOS Score With
Neuropsychological Test Results
To further evaluate the potential of the NEOS score, we ex-
amined cognitive test scores from our patient data sets as an
alternative outcome measure to mRS. Quantitative data were
grouped into a binary measure (normal vs pathologic) and
distributed among categories of neuropsychological assess-
ments: intelligence, memory, language, executive function, and
visuospatial function.25 Taking into consideration the en-
cephalopathy in most patients, we added behavior. A total of
33 children underwent neuropsychological assessments at
some time during follow-up. Seventy percent (n = 23/33) of
themwere tested at 1 year after diagnosis or later.Most patients
were tested multiple times. Unfortunately, in one-third of the
cases, available data were incomplete. For those complete, 78%
(n = 18/23) of the early assessments showed pathologic results
in at least one category (Figure 2A). One year after diagnosis,
deficits remained in 62% (n = 13/21) of retested patients.
Persistent pathologic results frequently concerned executive
function and memory (Figure 2B).

These results were assigned to each patient’s NEOS score value.
GLM predictive analysis using this cognition-based outcome
reference revealed higher NEOS scores in patients with cognitive
impairment and particularly an association to deficits in executive
function (p = 0.048) and memory (p = 0.043). This was com-
parable for both the original and adapted NEOS scores (Figure
2C, eTable 5, links.lww.com/NXI/A813). No significant asso-
ciations were found with intelligence, behavior, and visuospatial
function. In conclusion, these data provide preliminary evidence
of the predictive power of NEOS also for cognitive outcomes in
children with NMDARE.

Discussion
To provide a predictive tool in NMDARE, the NEOS score was
introduced.16 This score facilitates the estimation of outcome in
NMDARE, is expected to identify subgroups with poor prog-
nosis, and can help assign the optimal treatment regimen to
the right patient. The score was developed in a mixed-age
cohort, which suggested its applicability also to children with
NMDARE.16 A brief evaluation in pediatric patients18 was
promising, although the results were limited by the relatively
small sample size and the lack of severe cases. In this study, we
present an in-depth analysis of NEOS in a comparatively large
pediatric-only cohort. We demonstrate that the NEOS score
performs well in children, reliably predicting the mRS-based
outcome at 1 year and at least up to 16 months after diagnosis.
Beyond, the predictive power gradually decreases. This time
dependence is explained in part (1) by sparse data because of the
decreasing number of study subjects with increasing follow-up
time and selection bias but also (2) by rapid recovery in our
pediatric-only cohort—despite severe disease of most patients at
baseline, only 12% showed poor functional status (mRS ≥3) at 1
year, compared with 26% in the original mixed-age cohort.16

Therefore, at least in this study, the NEOS score could not
reliably predict long-term outcome.

Adapting the 5 existing NEOS components to the pediatric
cohort did not improve the score. Adding further items influ-
enced its performance. Of clinical relevance here, NEOS pre-
dicted a worse outcome beyond 1 year after diagnosis in
children with NMDARE after HSE. The entity of NMDARE
after HSE26 was still unknown in the original cohort16 and was
not included in the previous pediatric study18 This finding is
consistent with the clinical course of these patients, whose long-
term outcomes remain poor despite complete recovery from
NMDARE because of persistent brain damage from viral
infection.27,28 Therefore the HSE status of patients should be
considered when applying the NEOS score. Age at disease
onset was another clinically relevant patient characteristic as-
sociated with NEOS. It is already known as an independent
predictor of outcome in children, and within a pediatric cohort,
children younger than 12 years tend to recover more slowly
than older ones.29 Consistent with this observation, we found
that the NEOS score predicted poorer long-term outcome in
children of a younger age. This element, although discussed in

Table 2 Adapted NEOS Score Compiled by Adjusting the
Population-Specific Cutoff Median Values of the
5 NEOS Items

NEOS Original Adapted

Disease onset to treatment >28 d >16 d

Treatment to improvement >28 d >15 d

Admission to ICU Yes/No Yes/No

MRT pathology Yes/No Yes/No

CSF cell count >20/μL >13/μL
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Figure 2 Association of the NEOS Score With Cognitive Outcome

(A) Bar plots display the frequency of pathologic test scores from neuropsychologic assessments early (2 months) in follow-up and 1 year after diagnosis.
The categories intelligence, memory, language, executive function, visuospatial function, and behavior contain raw scores of various test batteries
grouped into a binary measure—normal (gray bars) vs pathologic (black bars). White bars (N/A) indicate cases with incomplete data. (B) Predictability
analysis using binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with a now cognition-based outcome reference. After assigning cognitive test scores instead of
mRS values to each patient’s NEOS score, models revealed associations of a poor outcome (mRS ≥ 3) with deficits in executive function and inmemory at 1
year after diagnosis, here shown for the adapted NEOS score. No associations were found with intelligence, behavior, language, and visuospatial
function. Solid lines represent best fit and shadows indicate confidence intervals. Tick marks on the upper and lower X axes indicate the number of
subjects included, also written next to each line plot. A small random jitter was added to spread ticks around the discrete NEOS score values, to
discriminate single data points. NEOS 0: n = 5, NEOS 1: n = 12, NEOS 2: n = 16, NEOS 3: n = 9, NEOS 4: n = 4, NEOS 5: n = 0. For further results (original score,
analysis over time), see eTable 5 (links.lww.com/NXI/A813).
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the original study16 was not included as a component in the
original NEOS score, but may be of greater importance in a
pediatric-only cohort. However, both variables HSE status and
age were derived from a smaller cohort than in the original
study16 andwould have a priori resulted in lower overall validity
of a NEOS score modified by them. Future large-cohort studies
are needed to evaluate whether these additional patient char-
acteristics should be included in a pediatric NEOS score to
further improve predictive power for long-term clinical out-
come in children.

The original cohort16 consisted of patients diagnosed 10–15
years ago, and much has changed in the field of autoimmune
encephalitis since then. The frequency of NMDARE is higher
than initially suspected and, in children, exceeds that of viral
encephalitis.30 Increasing awareness combined with established
diagnostic criteria2 has led to a rise in anti-NMDAR antibody
testing,31 faster diagnosis, and earlier treatment initiation.32 Re-
search into disease etiology has resulted in, e.g., rigorous tumor
screening to exclude ovarian teratomas and the discovery of
HSE-induced NMDARE.26 Overall, growing clinical experience
with NMDARE generated data on treatment response and re-
lapse rates12,13 and led to rapid treatment escalation, increasing
the use of second-line therapy,33 and most recently, a consensus
recommendation for therapy of pediatric NMDARE.15 Re-
markably, NEOS predicted clinical outcome both in patients
diagnosed 10–15 years ago16 and in our current cohort. In this
light, our results show considerable robustness of the NEOS
score not only across age groups but also over the years.

Cognitive dysfunction is a major cause of long-termmorbidity in
pediatric and adult NMDARE,34 and the contrast between good
functional neurologic outcomes and persistent severe cognitive
impairment has been repeatedly shown.35,36 While motor func-
tion improves rapidly inmost patients with NMDARE, cognitive
recovery is still incomplete, and deficits in episodic and working
memory, executive function,29,37,38 attention,35 language,29,39 or
visuospatial function40 may persist for years, affecting academic
performance, social behavior, and overall quality of life (QoL).35

In our cohort, two-thirds of the patients assessed 1 year after
diagnosis had cognitive deficits, despite already showing good
functional neurologic outcome (mRS ≤2). Similarly, in most
adults with NMDARE persistent cognitive impairment was
found more than 2 years after disease onset, while improvement
was observed after up to 5 years of follow-up, highlighting the
opportunity for cognitive rehabilitation.36 Most of our patients
suffered from memory impairment and executive dysfunction.
This reflects impairment in frontal lobe and hippocampal func-
tion and is in linewith data from adult patients.36,38,41 In children,
fatigue was identified as an additional factor that particularly
affects school performance and QoL.35

Despite this, assessment of outcomes in NMDARE is still
based on the mRS, a score originally developed to evaluate
patients with stroke and monitor their recovery. Focusing
mainly on walking ability,19 the mRS was not intended to be a
comprehensive assessment that would take into account the

wide range of symptoms seen in NMDARE.5,42 Therefore, we
investigated cognitive function as an alternative outcome.
Using the cognitive test scores from our cohort instead of
mRS, we found an association between persistent deficits in
executive function and memory and a poor clinical outcome
predicted by NEOS. These preliminary findings extend on
previous results on the outcome of NMDARE in children and
adults.29,36-38 Although it remains to be validated by pro-
spective studies, our data suggest that NEOS may also predict
cognitive outcome, which is more important in the long term
for most pediatric patients with NMDARE.

This study has several limitations, most of which are related to its
retrospective design. First, we included data from 12 centers, both
university and district hospitals, which differ in size, resources, and
expertise. Therefore, selection bias is less of a concern than dif-
ferences in treatment approaches and monitoring strategies. This
resulted in individual follow-up intervals, differing responses in
cases of deterioration or relapse, and inconsistencies in the se-
lection of cognitive tests. Second, follow-up data were sometimes
incomplete or scattered across follow-up time points and could be
susceptible to recall bias. In particular, the neuropsychological
assessment protocol was not standardized and raw scores of the
various test batteries could not be directly compared with each
other. In addition, most cognitive test scores were obtained within
a year and a half of diagnosis and, therefore, could not fully reflect
persistent deficits in long-term outcome. Third, both our cohort
and the original cohort16 were comparable because there were no
confounding differences in clinical characteristics or initial disease
severity. However, we were unable to provide a control group to
validate the results of additional variables for a pediatric NEOS
score. Furthermore, our groupwas not large enough to be split for
cross-validation.

In conclusion, our data demonstrate the applicability of
NEOS in children with NMDARE. This score, which can be
easily calculated at bedside, could help estimate the clinical
course also in children, thereby supporting their families,
physicians, and therapists and identifying pediatric patients at
risk who could benefit from intensified therapy and novel
treatment strategies including individualized cognitive re-
habilitation to improve long-term outcome.
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